
#YOURSTRULY THURSDAY

GIVE TIME FOR YOURSELF
What ever you are now will not
determine your destiny but whatever you
think will determine

Luca is Pixar's film about two sea creatures
who leave their watery homes to discover
the wonders of the surface in a small village
on the Italian Riviera. It's a sweet coming-of-
age story about courage, curiosity, and
friendship -- specifically, that of Luca . 
Scared villagers wield spears and harpoons,
and one even throws his at the main
characters. Another character likes to use
his big knife to chop up fish, much to Luca
and Alberto's dismay. Parents and kids who
watch together will be able to discuss the
movie's appealing setting and its themes,
particularly the importance of evaluating
others for who they are, not because of
their background or heritage.

 

Level Up - Volume 9

Learning from Luca
Exponential Growth with SIP
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1)YOUR THOUGHTS
REALLY DO MATTER
AND IMPACT YOU.
Alberto has to help Luca silence the
‘bruno’ in his head. Guilia has to be
confident in her ability to succeed even
though everyone is telling her that she
can’t. This is a great lesson for adults and
kids- how do we positively manage our
thoughts? For wealthy life its first imp to
think rich. 

Behavioural Finance Lessons from the Movie Luca

2) Letting people fear you isn’t
a good way to rule or

maintain peace.
The villain doesn’t have any

true friends and no one
actually respects him.  Finally

good wins.
 

3) We can’t succeed by ourselves.
We’ve got to find good people and

hang on to them
4) Even if you are born poor you

can become rich- Luca was
supposed to be a sea monster for

humans, but he managed to be
one of them and finally go to

school



Favorite Luca Quotes
“You and me, we can do anything.”-

Alberto
 

 “Hey, look me in the eye. You know I
love you, right?” -Daniela

 
 “Walking is just like swimming but

without fins, or a tail. And there’s no
water.”- Alberto

 
 Alberto: “Don’t think about it.”

 Luca: “I don’t know how to not think
about something.”

 



If you increase your contribution 
consistently , your wealth will 

grow exponentially


